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Caenorhabditis elegans is well suited as a model system for addressing questions about how 
organisms grow and develop under natural conditions, or in response to biotic and abiotic 
stress. My laboratory has used this roundworm to explore questions about how gene 
expression is controlled, at the level of transcription, over an organism?s lifespan. In 
particular, we are studying transcription factors, proteins that control when genes are 
active or repressed, when cells are making early developmental decisions. In mammals, 
these proteins are members of the HES1 family, and are critical for early embryogenesis as 
well as associated with diseases in adults. Over the years, my lab has focused on identifying 
which cellular processes are regulated by these proteins. Currently, our research is focused 
on understanding the mechanisms by which these proteins work in different cellular 
contexts. My talk will summarize the most interesting findings from our work.

Dr. Casonya Johnson, formerly the Head of the Department of Biology at James 
Madison University, is currently the Deputy Director of the Division of Molecular 
and Cellular Biosciences at the National Science Foundation (NSF). Dr. Johnson has 
previously held faculty positions at Georgia State University in Atlanta GA, and at 
Morgan State University, in Baltimore, MD. Her research is currently funded by the 
NSF, and previously funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Her research uses 
molecular genetics,  biochemistry, and mathematical biology to understand the basic 
mechanism by which cells produce RNA. Her interest in pursuing genetics stemmed 
from transmission of deafness and hearing loss in her family. Dr. Johnson has also 
created and led workshops for middle- and high-school teachers interested in 
incorporating genetics laboratories into their classes.
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